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Professional Numismatic Services

Forecast for 2006
10 Great Opportunities
-

Currency -

!Fractional Notes - Under valued and under appreciated for years. These notes are 140 years old
and are available at reasonable prices considering their rarity.
!Fr. 40 $1Large U.S. Note in XF or better condition. These stunning red ink notes are getting
tougher to find, and acquiring a specimen in these grades would be a worthy challenge
!AU or better North Africa or Hawaii WWII Emergency currency. The trend in the last 6
months alone has been hard to stay on top of. The better notes are in demand!
!Star Federal Reserve Bank Notes - minimal production numbers. These brown seal stars in any
condition are worth the investment. Significantly undervalued compared to a coin that had the same
mintage numbers.
!$50 Gold certificates - Try find notes that are XF or better. These stately Grant notes in either
small or large sizes are tough to get and will be in more demand within a short time.
!National Bank Notes from Northern Indiana or Southern Michigan. Don't be concerned
about the condition of the note in most cases. We cannot hold on to notes from Kalamazoo,
Valparaiso, Michigan City, Gary, East Chicago, Hammond or Plymouth. More paper money
collectors are getting more active every month...the supplies are very limited.
!Large Size Red Seal Federal Reserve Notes. If you can find them, do not hesitate.

- Coins !Pre WWII poof coins or sets. Pick out a good grade and hold them.
!Certified GSA Carson City Morgan Silver Dollars - Try to stay with those certified Ms64 or
better.
!Gold - I don't care what type! Gold in any form. Your best buy might be bullion Eagles, 50
Peso, Maple Leafs and Coronet Double Eagles and Eagles. MS graded Indian Gold Half and Quarter
Eagles are going to jump high.
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